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Specialty Equipment for Fluid Solutions.

Beyond Expectation
At Kennedy Industries we make you priority one.
We are among the best at providing pump, valve, control,
and repair services, but what makes us so unique is our
dedication to customer service at every step of the way.
We appreciate your business and work tirelessly to
be the single-source provider of premier equipment
and services for your commercial, municipal, and
industrial applications.
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Repair Service

Field Service

After our repair of your pump, it will

We employ the finest skilled and most

run better than new. That's our goal,

equipped field service technicians

and what you deserve.

to address your every on-site demand.

Maintenance
Our entire fleet of service
trucks and technicians are
ready to maintain your pump
stations monthly, quarterly,
semi-annually, or annually.

www.kennedyind.com

Rental/Parts
Industrial strength equipment
ready at the call, whether you
need pumps for bypassing
and dewatering, O.E.M. or
other on-demand parts.

Sales
We're Michigan’s leading
representative of pump,
valve, and control products
for commercial, municipal,
and industrial applications.

Controls
Monitor and control your
equipment with our KI System
Master (KISM), which provides
online access to the most
advanced technology anywhere.
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Unparalleled Service
Whether in the field or under our roof,
we can handle it.
At over 80,000 square feet, our repair facility at Kennedy Industries is
equipped to handle any type of engineered and submersible pump repair,
including a state-of-the-art test pit capable of up to 8 inch discharge and
200hp under load.
Our field service technicians have vast experience with submersible and
industrial pumps, and are continually updating their knowledge through
regular training in the classroom and on-site.
To keep you up and running, we offer Preventative Maintenance Contracts
for pumps and generators, and have Emergency Field Service 24/7/365
to resolve critical breakdowns.
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ON-SITE
Kennedy Industries offers a
broad range of services that
allows us to troubleshoot
the largest pump at a power
plant, to the smallest storm
water or sanitary station.
We evaluate your equipment,
provide recommendations
on how to fix the problem
long term, and seek to
improve the overall station
operation.
Our services include:
• Vibration Analysis
• Laser Alignment
• Performance and
Reliability Consultation
• Start Up Assistance
• On-Site Training Seminars

From ballparks, to power plants, to pump stations, we cover the state and then some.

IN-HOUSE
We are one of the largest
pump repair facilities in the
state of Michigan capable of
tackling any project.

www.kennedyind.com

80,000 sq.ft.
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Pump Repair
ENGINEERED PUMP REPAIR
Upon arrival at Kennedy Industries, your engineered
pump will be carefully inspected by our experienced
journeyman mechanics. The pump will be completely
disassembled, cleaned and glass bead blasted,
and all critical components measured to determine
repair requirements and potential upgrades.

From ½ hp to 7,000 hp
and beyond, Kennedy’s
repair team can take
on even the largest
pump in Michigan.

Kennedy Industries has over 15 different machines
that allow us to make all necessary repairs to your
pump and parts. Our machinists maintain precise
tolerances with our high speed CNC turning centers,
and have an extensive inventory of raw materials
at their disposal. We also have personnel that are
certified in CAD and SolidWorks, who can re-engineer
and recreate any part if necessary.
These activities reduce down-time and costs,
enhance our emergency service response, and
ensure the highest quality for the customer.

Kennedy Industries offers
state-of-the-art upgrades
on all pump manufactures
with advanced designs and
composite materials.
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SUBMERSIBLE PUMP REPAIR

for each repair. Your pump running better than new is our goal

Your submersible pump will be carefully inspected by our experienced mechanics. Our submersible repair

Kennedy Industries is over 40,000 square feet and is equipped to handle any type of repair required. We
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Maintenance Contracts
In order to maintain your equipment and avoid emergency calls,
we offer preventative maintenance contracts on all types of pumps
and stations, which include the following:
> Check control levels, hour meters, and indicator lights
>	Record amp and voltage readings
> Verify proper operation of telemetry
>	Pull pumps and check or change seal oil and grease bearings
> Draw down test to establish pump efficiency
> Check impeller clearance and adjust to O.E.M. specifications
> Check for deteriorating parts, alignment, and coupling adjustment
> Recommend upgrades to increase efficiency and reduce cost
> Provide a detailed station report to owner

>

Maintain your
pump stations on a
monthly, quarterly,
semi-annually,
or annual basis.

Pump Rentals
Kennedy Industries provides INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH rental equipment
with PERSONAL SERVICE from pumps to hoses and fittings. We rent
cost-effective bypassing and dewatering products to contractors,
municipalities, and industrial and commercial customers. Out technical
support and telemetry alarming services ensure the equipment is
operational 24/7.
> Small and large dewatering pumps
> Trailer mounted diesel packages
> Sanitary bypass pumps
> Automatic controls with 24 hour monitoring
> Hose, couplings, and valves
> Start up service assistance
> On-site service
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Parts Department
Kennedy Industries provides you with O.E.M. pump and
valve parts from a vast array of manufacturers. In addition,
we're capable of reverse engineering parts, providing you
with a time and cost effective alternative. We likely stock the
raw materials necessary for our machine shop to build the
parts within 24 hours. Downtime is not an option, so whether
you're rebuilding a pump or replenishing your inventory, we have
the parts you need when you need them.
Reverse engineered parts made from our VTL machine.

Energy Audits

2

With ever decreasing maintenance funds and available manpower,
we understand the need to cut cost, and where possible, improve services.
Kennedy's energy audits are designed to help you identify inefficient
		pumps that are wasting precious dollars. A partially
clogged or worn out impeller can cost the customer
over 50% in energy usage. This staggering amount
can be a quick payback on more efficient equipment
that can reduce costly overtime and improve safety.
3

We also provide analysis to determine if a variable
frequency drive can save you energy and add to the
longevity of your equipment.

www.kennedyind.com
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Step 1: Request for Energy Audit

2

Step 2: Identify Inefficient Pumps

3

Step 3: Improve Pump Efficiency
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Premier Solutions
We provide best-in-class equipment for
Industrial, Commercial, and Municipal needs.
Kennedy Industries is Michigan’s leading pump, valve, control,
and specialty products representative. Our sales engineers,
account managers, customer service specialists, and project
coordinators ensure the best customer service in the market.
We stock over $2,000,000 in inventory. We understand
that when your process is down you need equipment
to be up and running without delay. Kennedy Industries
is one of the few companies that stocks equipment
capable of being on-site within hours. With our experience and
training, we evaluate the problem, offer recommendations based on
the latest technology, and help ensure it doesn’t happen again.

MARKETS WE
SPECIALIZE IN:
Agriculture
Automotive
Building Trades
Chemical
Dewatering
Food
Hospitals
HVAC
Mining
O.E.M.
Paper
Pipeline
Power
Refinery
Schools
Steel
Wastewater
Wastewater Collection
Water
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Manufacturers
Kennedy Industries provides the highest quality
products to cover a vast array of applications and
markets. We offer the best value with the most
competitive pricing. Our sales department is
ready to help you specify superior equipment
that supports a low life cycle cost, and a solid

PUMPS
Submersible, Vertical Turbine, Mix-Flow, Axial Flow, Split Case, End
Suction, ANSI, Magdrive, Plunger, Self Priming, Self Priming Engine
Driven, Trash, Diaphragm, Air Operated, Peristaltic, Rotary Gear,
Boiler Feed, Hose, Lobe, Hard Metal, Rubber Lined, Hydraulic,
Inline, Rotary Gear, Paint Finishing, Chemical Metering

return on your investment.

VALVES
Plug, Knife Gate, General Service Butterfly, Silicone Free Butterfly,
High Performance Butterfly, Triple Offset Butterfly, Rectangular
Butterfly, General Service Ball, High Performance Ball, V-Port
Ball, AWWA Ball and Cone, Gate, General Service Check, Oil and Air
Operated Check, Wafer Check, Automatic Control, Float, Surge,
Relief, Multiport, Water Control, Irrigation, Sluice Gate, Slide Gate,
Canal, Flap, Mud, Telescoping, Globe, Cage.

PACKAGED SYSTEMS
Prefabricated Metal and Fiberglass Pump Stations, Packaged
Booster Pump Systems, Packaged Valve Vaults, Wet Well Mounted
Pump Systems, Packaged HVAC Temperature and Flow Control.

CONTROLS
Liquid, Level, Pressure, PLC (Programmable Logic Controller),
Relay Logic, Variable Frequency Drives, Adjustable Speed Drives,
Web Based Telemetry, Web Based SCADA (Supervisory Control And
Data Acquisition), Web Based Vibration Monitoring, Alarm Dialers,
Electric and Pneumatic Actuators, Fail Safe Actuators, Hydraulic
Valve, Rotary and Liner Actuators.

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
Electric and Steam heat tracing, Tank Heating, Plate and Frame
Heat Exchangers, Plate Heaters, Pipe Supports, Expansion Joints,
Link Seal and Wall Sleeves, Oil Filters, Oil Reclaimers, Ceramic
Membrane Filters, Mist Oil Eliminators, Zebra Mussel Prevention
Coating, Water Intake Screens
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Controls Group
Revolutionary technology for PLC and
SCADA products that puts you in control.
Our Controls Group is comprised of electrical engineering specialists
with a focus on industrial automation and mechanical design technology.
As a team they offer PLC, SCADA, and CAD experiences
that address your control needs around the clock.
See our exciting new product, KI System Master,
an internet hosted SCADA solution. KISM offers
you the ability to add SCADA to your equipment
with very little up front capital cost. KISM provides
all necessary SCADA hardware (servers) and software.
Once your equipment is online with KISM, it can be monitored
and controlled through any desktop or mobile device.

www.kennedyind.com
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KISM's access utilizes SSL security to protect
your username/password. KISM is a full-featured
SCADA product including communication drivers

STANDARD SCADA FEATURES

for over 100 devices, security, reporting, historian,

>

Monitoring

alarming, voice dialer, and internet clients.

>

Control

>

Alarming

>

Security

>

Historian

>

Trending

>

Reports

>

All 24/7

In addition, the KISM SCADA system provides
customers with their own custom domain name,
custom SCADA screens, custom pump animations
of the customers actual equipment, and a personal
FTP site to protect operation or maintenance
manuals and other documentation.

CUSTOM KISM FEATURES
>	Login to your KISM website from any device
>	Create a personal domain
(i.e. www.customername.com)
>	Customized overview and detailed screens
>	Alarm notifications (voice, email, fax and text)
>	Dedicated FTP for protected file storage
>	KISM is not in “the cloud”. The KISM system

>

Your equipment
can be controlled and
monitored through
any device.

owns its own hardware and SCADA software
>	No yearly software or support fees
>	Local Michigan support
>	Built-in drivers to communicate with
over 100 devices
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Added Value
Enhanced Customer Experience
Kennedy Industries offers an enhanced customer experience by identifying
your need to access equipment manuals, as builts, start up, vibration analysis,
alignment reports and other information online.
How many gallons per minute did the pump produce new? What was the amp
draw? When did the warranty period start and end? These are very difficult
questions to answer if the original documentation is not available.
With our enhanced customer experience all documentation is available to the
customer 24/7, free of charge. Log in and access records for any piece of
equipment that was purchased from Kennedy Industries.

Equipment Reliability Program
This program was created to help you avoid expensive catastrophic failure
of your equipment. It provides you with peace of mind that your vital assets
are performing as reliably and efficiently as possible.
Phase 1

www.kennedyind.com

Phase 2

Phase 3

Performance Audit
(Put Out the Brush Fires)

On-Site Pump Seminars
(Results Through Education)

Operations Guide Sheets
(Protect Your Investments)

This phase initiates the
program with an in-depth
condition analysis to identify
potential failures. A summary
report with a reliability
rating and our prioritized
recommendations will be
submitted for each piece
of equipment.

This comprehensive class
starts with the theory of
operation and goes down
to the nuts and bolts. A
more knowledgeable staff
is better equipped to spot
trouble and make informed
decisions regarding their
equipment.

These one page, solid model
reference sheets are easy
to read and customized for
each equipment. Critical
start up and operating check
points provide parameters
to ensure the equipment is
not in hydraulic, electrical,
or mechanical distress.
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OUR LOCATIONS

OUR HISTORY

Kennedy Industries

Calvin B. Kennedy founded our company in
May of 1959 when he left his position as repair
and service supervisor at a local pump repair
shop. With $102 he started Kennedy Pump
Repair Company in the back of a pickup truck.
His dedication and honesty soon established
Kennedy as a successful pump repair facility
servicing Southeast Michigan.

4925 Holtz Drive
PO Box 930079
Wixon, MI 48393
Phone: (248) 684-1200
www.kennedyind.com

7425 Clyde Park Avenue
Suite G
Byron Center, MI 49315
Phone: (616) 490-1023

In 1968, Cal added a distributor type sales
department to compliment the steady growth of
the repair business. Kennedy Industries quickly
transitioned from a loose entrepreneurial type
operation to a systematic business, and as a
result, was transformed into the dominant
distributor for pumps in the State of Michigan.
ConValco, a company specializing in engineered
valves was acquired in 1990. Its successful
integration, along with other substantial
investments, fueled such rapid growth that it
forced one building expansion after another.
Today, we are fully equipped to provide the
highest quality, most competitively priced repair
services and products in the entire region.
Our history will never be forgotten, as Calvin's
values of honesty and integrity account for
our nearly 60 years of success, and still
apply today!

Specialty Equipment for Fluid Solutions.

